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Information provided: 

• The official frozen file of all 4131 UMKC employees, including student employees, for FY03, i.e. 
October 31, 2002. 

• The UM System file of 3671 UMKC employees for Fall 2003, excluding student employees.  The 
employee file has not yet been frozen officially so the data represent an unofficial November 2003 
snapshot of UM System data.  However, it is likely to be close to or identical with the official data 
when frozen for FY04. 

 
My aim in data analyses was to provide factual information of raises given at UMKC as differentiated by 
various factors. 

• To that aim I created a combination file that contained all employees in the FY04 data that were also 
employed by UMKC in FY03, which was 3105 persons.  This means that anyone who left UMKC 
after 10/31/2002 is not included.  This also means that anyone who came to UMKC after 10/31/2002 
is not included.  Note that this includes both hourly and salaried employees but excludes students. 

• The people included are 2054 regular full-time employees, 260 regular part-time employees and 688 
temporary employees who are almost exclusively part-time.  In addition 103 people who changed 
from full-time to part-time (or vice versa) and/or from regular to temporary, or vice versa. 

 
Presented subset of analyses performed: 

1. Determine raises in salary categories $10,001-$30,000; $30,001-$45000; $45,001-$75,000; and 
>$75,000 for all groups of employees that did not change their position, rank or job, based on UM 
System coding.  These data are presented graphically on one page. 

2. Determine raises for upper-level executive positions (occupational OCC codes: 13-14), lower-level 
executive positions (OCC: 11-12), tutors, instructors and researchers (OCC: 21-26), faculty 
(assistant, associate and full professors: OCC 27, 28, and 29, respectively), other professionals 
(OCC: 31-33), technical and paraprofessionals (OCC: 41-43), clerical and secretarial support staff 
(OCC: 51-53), skilled craft personnel (OCC: 61-63), and service and maintenance personnel (OCC: 
71-73).  Categories are based on FY04 OCC codes and are limited to regular, full-time employees.  
These data are presented graphically on one page. 

3. List individual salaries for all employees in middle- and upper-level executive OCC codes 14, 13 and 
12 for Fall 2002 (if individual was employed by UMKC) and Fall 2003, with individual raise 
percentage and information about known changes which were not reflected in changes of position 
(OCC code), rank or job code, or FTE (Full Time Equivalency).  For each category, average raise 
percentages were calculated for all employees without any code changes from Fall 2002 to Fall 2003 
(even though job responsibilities did change) and for those without any code changes or noted 
changes in job responsibilities. 
Any salary that is related to known job code changes or a new employee status are presented in the 
table in italics and were excluded from any average raise calculations.  They are also excluded from 
the graphs presented under items 1 and 2. 

4. List of full-time UMKC employees with salary raises exceeding 10 % who were regular, full time 
employees in Fall 2002 and 2003, and who did not change in position (OCC code), rank or job code.  
Comments on other changes, provided by employee supervisors, are shown.  List entries were 
grouped by academic or administrative unit.  For each group, the number of regular, full-time 
employees in Fall 2003 is given.  Salaries of regular employees who changed position, rank or job 
codes are shown in italics, with a notation of the code(s) that changed between 2002 and 2003.  
These employees were excluded from the calculated average percentage raise.  Regular employees 
who changed from part-time to full-time status or who increased in FTE, were excluded from this 
analysis. 

   


